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How is it possible that according to the law of cause and effect, relationships between things
are fixed and final, yet, we see that from time to time, a random element introduces itself
and cause and effect seem to become unrelated? How is it possible that natural law, as we
understand it, can be overrode by some higher, seemingly random force? Does the
existence of a higher force or a random element signify also the existence of a supernatural
realm above and beyond the natural? How are we to ascertain the differences or the
boundaries between what we call the natural and the supernatural?
In order to answer these questions, we must begin by admitting that not only can we not
answer these questions with any semblance of simplicity, at a certain level, we cannot
answer these questions at all. While human knowledge has expanded tremendously over
the last century or two, nevertheless, in spite of what some might think, we are far from
knowing everything, or even close to knowing almost everything, about ourselves, our reality
and about the true nature of life here on the planet of our present habitation.
We all look at the problems facing us in society today. Many of us feel how deeply things
have gone wrong. Society and civilization itself seems to have gone crazy. Sane people
are considered crazy and the crazy are considered sane. Moral people are now
condemned as being immoral and the immoral are praised for their morality. People are
becoming desperate, seeking solutions, but none seem to be forthcoming. Desperate
people are beginning to think up desperate solutions, but in a crazy world, rational solutions,
however desperate, simply cannot and will not work. Many of us sense the depths of the
problems we face, but unless we delve into the source of the problem, we will never
discover its solution.
We do not have all the answers. We do not have all the information we need in order to
discover all the hidden truths. Yet, if we allow this excuse to limit us, then we will forever
remain in ignorance and the slavery that ignorance brings. The problems that we face in
our natural societies have their supernatural causes. Yet, just because we call something
today supernatural does not mean that it really is. It just means that we have not as yet
fathomed the yet unknown natural truths underlying it.
The natural world and what we today call the supernatural intersect at many different points.
Most are not aware of this. Even those who are aware of this reality still understand little
about it. Ignorance is not bliss, it is death. Our lack of knowledge and experience keeps us
enslaved.
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It is because we are enslaved that our society is being transformed from being the
land of the free and home of the brave into the land of the enslaved and home of the
depraved.
Unless we address the source of the problem, the natural will be replaced with the
unnatural, the normal with the crazy and what's right will be replaced by what's wrong. This
is already happening, but it is not yet final. We can make a change. We can make a
difference. But in order to do so, we have work to do.
We say that modern social, political and economic problems stem from a spiritual source.
This, they do. Yet, the spiritual source is not just some psychological or philosophical
mumbo-jumbo. The spiritual source is a real, potent and dangerous source that inhabits this
Earth, but is not of it.
The purpose of the dark spiritual source behind all human corruption is simple, it
desires to enslave humanity and this planet and to use their God-given wealth and
abundance for its own nefarious purposes.
In the Ten Commandments, God commanded us to be free, these other so-called
spiritual forces seeks to undo the Commandments, to undo the Will of God and to
enslave us all.
Yet, we must remember, there is nothing supernatural about the spiritual. Neither is the
spiritual mere psychological or philosophical mumbo-jumbo. Beliefs of this nature have
been implanted in the minds of humanity in order to deceive us, misguide us and to enslave
us unknowingly.
The forces of evil that seek our corruption and enslavement are real and actual entities.
They exist in both their home dimension and in ours. They have been here on Earth for a
very long time and even the Bible records their original arrival in Genesis 6. These fallen
sons of God were not wiped out by the Flood. They took refuge in a secret place and have
been working to corrupt and enslave humanity ever since. Their plans now are almost at
the stage of final fruition, where they will achieve that which they have long desired and
planned for.
Yet, God is great and God is good. Heaven has already given us the instructions we need
how to overcome these nefarious fallen ones. All we need to know is in the Holy Bible,
in the words of the Torah, the Prophets and the Sacred Writings. Learning from
these sacred texts, we can extract all the weapons of wisdom and war that any of us
might ever need.
Now, God has His holy plans why He is allowing to happen what is happening. We will not
be able to thwart the plan of God. It is not our job or our goal to reform and redeem the
entire planet. This God will do Himself when He sends to Earth our long awaited blessed
Messiah. Yet, while we cannot redeem the whole world, we can indeed redeem
ourselves and work effortlessly to share God's redemptive power and message of
freedom with any and all who are willing to listen and embrace it.
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Living right is our goal. Teaching others how to live right, leading by example and not by
word alone is the true definition of both righteousness and faith. And as the prophet so long
ago said, “the righteous will live by his faith.”
At this time, we must devote ourselves to Biblical teachings. Yet, we must not allow
our Bible studies to be misguided and watered-down into lessons of mere morals,
psychology and philosophy. No, we must come to the Bible and read it anew, even as did
they did in ancient days, in the days of the Temple, in the days when the ancient righteous
walked the halls of Qumran and sought God as did the prophets in the isolation of the
desert.
These ancient pious ones knew the secrets of the fallen ones and recognized their powers
and technologies. They recognized that as supernatural as they appeared, they were
nothing to be feared. The ancient ones saw through the fallen ones and taught us how
to expose them, combat them and to overcome them. The ancient ones put these
secrets of warfare into every single page and story in the Bible.
In future lessons then, we must turn to Scripture, back to the beginning and reveal the
ancient teachings and teach the righteous how to use their powers to emancipate
themselves from the nefarious and deceptive forces that seek to control their minds and
thus direct their lives.
It is time to let freedom ring and to reclaim our lost heritage. We are all sacred souls,
created in the Divine Image and destined, and even commanded to be free. Let us begin
together our walk towards freedom and independence. Let us wage war and fight the good
fight against the evils that are destroying our society and devouring us.
The Holy Bible contains simple, yet profound lessons that open our eyes to the truths of the
parallel world that surrounds us. The secret, sacred truths are not hidden in codes. No one
needs any kind of advanced skills to learn them. All one needs is to return to simplicity, to
open one's heart and to turn off one's mind of doubts. We will learn how to see and
experience. We do not need theology or doctrine.
We will stand together as a gathering of righteous souls. We will stand united, or divided,
we will fall. The choice is ours. Action is required, as is discipline and commitment. As it
was said long ago, “in accordance to the effort, will be the reward.”
It is now time to act for God for they seek to make void His Word. We will expose them, but
we must also be ready to battle them. For once evil knows that we recognize them, they will
seek to silence us and to enslave us anew. Courage is needed. Faith and determination
will get us through. In future lessons, we will learn more, page by page as we travel through
Scripture to extract the sacred ancient truths to combat and defeat the forces that seek our
enslavement and detachment from God.
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